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ABSTRACT
Heap-based overows are still not completely solved even after
decades of research. This paper proposes Prober, a novel system
aiming to detect and prevent heap overows in the production
environment. Prober leverages a key observation based on the
analysis of dozens of real bugs: all heap overows are related to
arrays. Based on this observation, Prober only focuses on array-
related heap objects, instead of all heap objects. Prober utilizes static
analysis to label all susceptible call-stacks during the compilation,
and then employs the page protection to detect any invalid accesses
during the runtime. In addition to this, Prober integrates multiple
existing methods together to ensure the eciency of its detection.
Overall, Prober introduces almost negligible performance overhead,
with 1.5% on average. Prober not only stops possible attacks on
time, but also reports the faulty instructions that could guide bug
xes. Prober is ready for deployment due to its eectiveness and
low overhead.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Automated static analysis;
Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
C/C++ applications are prone to memory errors, such as buer
overows (including over-reads/over-writes). Buer overows will
not only cause a program to crash, but also can be exploited to issue
security attacks or cause information leakage [44]. Since it is not
able to expunge all buer overows during development phases,
highly depending on program inputs, signicant research has been
focused on detecting and preventing buer overows dynamically.
Among them, stack-based overows can be detected with very low
overhead (less than 6.5%) via the shadow stack technique [44]. But
heap-based overows are still not solved yet, since they were still
ranked as Top 2 vulnerabilities (as shown in Table 1).

Table 1: Top ve vulnerabilities reported in 2018 [10].

Vulnerabilities DoS Code Execution Overow XSS Gain Information
16555 1852 3035 2492 2004 1426

Dynamic detection tools can be further divided into multiple
types. The most common approach is to check the overow before
every memory access, which could stop the overow immediately if
a memory access is found to access red zones that are not supposed
to be read or written. Existing work, such as Valgrind [30], Dr.
Memory [5], and AddressSanitizer [40], employs this approach,
but with static or dynamic instrumentation method, and dierent
organization of red zones. However, even the state-of-the-art of
this type, e.g. AddressSanitizer, still imposes over 40% performance
overhead, in addition to its signicant memory overhead. Therefore,
this type of approach is only applicable for development phases,
but not for the production environment.

Ecient approaches exist, such as Cruiser [48], DoubleTake [26],
HeapTherapy [49], or iReplayer [24]. They detect buer overows
after the eect, typically by checking the evidence of corrupted
canaries. Although they impose very low overhead, generally less
than 5%, they cannot detect read-based overows because reads
do not leave any evidence behind. Also, they cannot stop security
attacks timely, since the detection may occur after exploits. Sampler
also imposes little overhead by only checking sampled references
via hardware performance counters [43]. However, Sampler can-
not detect all overows within one execution due to its sampling
property, and shares the same issue that may only detect overows
after exploits.

We propose a novel system, called Prober, to overcome these
issues. Prober has the following goals. First, Prober aims for in-
production systems, which should impose low performance and
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memory overhead. Second, Prober should detect both read-based
and write-based overows. Third, Prober will stop overows im-
mediately, eliminating any possibility of memory exploits. Last but
not least, Prober is able to report detailed information to assist bug
xes, e.g., allocation sites and faulty instructions.

To achieve these goals, Prober is based on a key observation
that separates it from all existing work: overowing objects are typi-
cally related to arrays. This observation is based on our analysis on
dozens of bugs collected by existing work [47] (as further discussed
in Section 2.1). We further conrmed that this observation holds
for all overows reported in a randomly-selected period in the CVE
database. This observation is also aligned with the intuition: for
an object not related to an array, there is no need of operating it
with error-prone operations, such as pointer arithmetic instruc-
tions, string APIs, or loop operations, thus with a low possibility of
overows.

This key observation identies the type of objects that may have
buer overows, called as array-related objects or susceptible objects.
Both terms will be utilized interchangeably in the remainder of
this paper. To take advantage of this observation, Prober proposes
to separate array-related objects from normal objects, by placing
them into a separate space. Then Prober employs the page protec-
tion to detect overows, an idea that was initially proposed by
Electric Fence [37] but can be seamlessly integrated with this key
observation that reduces the scope of detection. Prober allocates
array-related objects from a heap that every object is separated
from each other by protected pages. More specically, Prober places
every array-related object at the end of corresponding pages, while
the next page will be set to be non-readable and non-writable (or
protected). Therefore, any overowing reference (either read or
write) on the protected page will trigger a violation. By intercepting
such violations, Prober will immediately stop the execution and any
subsequent exploits, and report the faulty instructions precisely.
Comparing to the mechanisms of using explicit checks [30, 40],
page protection checks buer overows without actually checking
every access, thus imposing no additional checking overhead other
than the initial protection overhead. Prober is able to track all in-
valid accesses in the protected page, caused by either continuous
or non-continuous overows, which could potentially detect more
issues than existing work using one word [24, 26, 43, 48, 49] or
multiple words [40] as the canary.

However, the key challenge is to correctly identify all array-
related heap objects. On the one hand, missing array-related ob-
jects will lead to no detection/protection of overows caused by
them, reducing the safety guarantee. On the other hand, if some
unnecessary objects were included, it may impose some overhead
unnecessarily. To this end, Prober proposes a hybrid approach
to identify array-related objects. Some objects can be identied as
array-related (or not) statically by analyzing the source code as
described in Section 3.1, while the remaining ones will be identied
in a hybrid way: Prober’s static component (Prober-Static) identies
the basic type of such allocations (easier to do), instruments the
size of such allocations with the compiler, and its runtime system
(Prober-Dynamic) is responsible for determining whether it is an
array-related object by the real allocation size. That is, if the size
of an allocation is multiple times of the basic type, then this allo-
cation site is identied as susceptible allocation site. Consequently,

all future allocations from such sites will be allocated from the
protected heap so that all overowing references can be detected
and prevented immediately.

In its implementation, Prober-Static relies on the LLVM compiler
to perform the analysis and instrumentation at the Intermediate
Representation (IR) level. Prober proposes to identify array-related
allocations based on the allocation function, the denition of the
size parameter, and the operations of the corresponding object.
After that, Prober-Static further labels array-related allocation sites
with simple instrumentation, so that Prober-Dynamic will place
the corresponding objects in the protected heap. For objects that
cannot be identied as array-related ones statically, Prober-Static
simply labels the unit size so that Prober-Dynamic can determine
its type dynamically. Overall, Prober is over-estimated so that it
will not miss any array-related allocations.

Prober-Dynamic intercepts all memory allocations and dealloca-
tions so that it can determine array-related allocations and manage
array-related allocations correspondingly. Prober’s key observation
restricts its protection scope to a small portion of objects, instead of
monitoring all heap objects, which is one major reason why Prober
runs much more eciently than Electric Fence [37]. Further, Prober
also implements carefully to reduce the overhead as follows: (1) It
employs per-thread heaps to cache available/freed objects locally in
order to reduce the contention among dierent threads, an idea bor-
rowed fromHoard [3]; (2) It employs an information-computable de-
sign to reduce the checking overhead upon deallocations; (3) Freed
objects are organized by the size of power-of-two pages in order
to encourage the re-utilization of objects, without coalescence and
splitting, which is dierent from Electric Fence [37].

We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the per-
formance overhead, memory overhead, and eectiveness. Based on
the evaluation of 18 applications, Prober imposes only 1.5% perfor-
mance overhead on average and around 25.9% memory overhead,
making it applicable for in-production systems. To ensure that
Prober does not miss any necessary instrumentation, we have con-
rmed that Prober instruments correctly for all known overows
collected by existing work [47]. Also, we further conrmed that
Prober correctly detects and prevents 10 known overows within
real applications. Prober is ready for in-production systems due to
its low overhead, timely prevention, and eectiveness.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions.

• It makes a novel key observation that only array-related objects
are prone to overows based on our analysis of massive bugs.
We further empirically conrm that this observation holds for
randomly-chosen real bugs in the CWE database.

• It proposes a hybrid mechanism that ensures to identify all array-
related allocations. Such a mechanism is based on the allocation
function, the denition of size parameter and the operations on
the corresponding object, or the combination of the unit size and
the requested size.

• It designs and implements a new allocator to manage the pro-
tected heap eciently, by borrowing multiple mechanisms origi-
nated from dierent memory allocators.

• The paper performs extensive evaluation on the performance and
eectiveness of Prober, showing that Prober has the potential to
be actually employed in the deployment environment.
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Table 2: Analysis on 48 heap overows collected by [47].

Type Overow Reason Num(#)

Sub-structure
overows

Pointer arithmetic 0
Loop operation 4
System call 0

String API
memcpy 2
strncpy 3
strcpy 1

Whole-structure
Overows

Pointer arithmetic 3
Loop operation 20
System call 2

String API

memcpy 6
strncpy 1
strncmp 1
memset 3
sprintf 1
memmove 1

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
rst describes the key observation, the basic idea of Prober, and then
describes the attack model of Prober. The detailed implementation
is further described in Section 3, and the evaluation is presented in
Section 4. After that, we discuss Prober’s weaknesses in Section 5. In
the end, Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes.

2 OVERVIEW
This section rst analyzes overow bugs collected by an existing
study [47], and derives our key observation: overowing objects
are all related to arrays. Based on this key observation, it further
discusses the basic design and key challenges of Prober.

2.1 Observations on Heap Overows
One recent work studies 100 “randomly selected bugs within the
buer overow category from the CVE website” [47]. Based on
their description, the study is objective due to random selection,
representing the real situation of buer overows. Therefore, our
analysis was based on these bugs to avoid any bias. Based on our
analysis, these 100 overow bugs include 48 heap overows, and
52 stack or global buer overows. This section focuses on 48 heap
overows, as shown in Table 2. We have the following observations.

The rst observation is that all of the heap overows are involved
with arrays, either sub-structure orwhole-structure overows. Here,
a whole-structure overow is an overow that its allocation is an
array of structures or basic units (e.g., characters, integers, or words).
A sub-structure overow is that the object (or allocation) itself is not
an array, but the corresponding structure includes one or multiple
arrays internally. It is intuitive that array-related objects are prone
to overows. If an allocation is just a structure, every eld can
be manipulated with a member access operator (e.g., “->” or “.”),
which should not cause the overow. On the other hand, if an object
is related to an array, then it is very likely to employ error-prone
operations, such as pointer arithmetic instructions, string APIs, or
loop operations.

The second observation is that whole-structure overows are
much more common than sub-structure overows, consisting of
around 79.2% of these bugs (with 38 bugs in total).

The third observation is that overow bugs can be caused by
multiple operations, such as pointer arithmetic instructions, string
APIs, loop operations, or system calls, as further shown in Table 2.
More specically, 24 out of 48 overows are related to loops dur-
ing the iterations, and 19 overows are related to string APIs. For
instance, the memcpy function copies more memory than it should.
These two categories actually consist of more than 89.5% of these
bugs. In addition to these two categories, three overows are related
to pointer arithmetic, and two overows occur when the read sys-
tem call does not check the boundary of the buer. Thus, overow
occurs if programs utilize the pointers to access the entry of an
array, but without correctly checking its size.

Table 3: Heap overows between 11/01/2018 and 02/15/2019.

Type Overow Reason Num(#)
Sub-structure
overows

Loop operation 4
String API sprintf 1

Whole-structure
Overows

Pointer arithmetic 5
Loop operation 15
System call 1

String API

memcpy 4
strncat 1
strncpy 1
memset 2
snprintf 1
memmove 2

Conrming Key Observation: In order to further conrm our
key observation, we further examined 65 heap overow bugs re-
ported in the National Vulnerability Database, with the published
date between 11/01/2018 to 02/15/2019. Since only 37 bugs out of
65 bugs have a detailed description or have the source code infor-
mation, we focused on these 37 bugs. Based on our analysis, all of
these 37 bugs are array-related, where whole-structure overows
are still the most common types of overows, with the percentage
of 86.4% and a total of 32 bugs.

2.2 Basic Idea of Prober

Code	Analysis	
and	Transformation Executable	

Protected	Heap	
Management

Prober-Static

Prober-Dynamic
Exception	Handler

Program

Compile

Malloc/Free	
Monitor

Link

Figure 1: Overview of Prober.

Based on the key observation, Prober focuses only on array-
related whole-structure overows, where around 80% reported heap
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overows to belong to. Since array-related objects are only a small
percentage of all heap objects, the detection overhead can be dra-
matically reduced as further evaluated in Section 4 when using the
page-protection mechanism. Prober does not handle sub-structure
overows in this paper, which will be the future work.

The design of Prober is illustrated as Figure 1. Basically, Prober in-
cludes two components, Prober-Static and Prober-Dynamic. Prober-
Static is a static compile-time based tool that identies and labels
susceptible memory allocation sites, while Prober-Dynamic per-
forms overow detection/prevention and determines some array-
related allocations on top of the static instrumentation.

2.2.1 Prober-Static. Prober-Static performs analysis and instru-
mentation at the Intermediate Representation (IR) level because of
multiple benets. First, LLVM IR oers multiple built-in functions
that can facilitate the analysis and instrumentation. For example,
dene-use and use-dene chains that track the denition and us-
age of memory allocation, can help determine an array-related
allocation. Second, the analysis and instrumentation algorithm on
LLVM IR is more robust, because many complicated cases (e.g.,
various macros) at the source code are simplied or merged at the
IR level. Third, instrumenting at IR level provides the exibility
of registering the new code transformation pass in an appropriate
position of the compilation chain, thus avoiding the possible side-
eects to the subsequent analysis and code optimizations (e.g., loop
optimizations) that are crucial to the code performance. Prober-
Static analyzes the IR to determine array-related allocations, and
marks susceptible allocation sites via the explicit instrumentation.
Currently, Prober-Static is registered as a Link Time Optimization
(LTO) pass so that it can handle denitions and usages located in
multiple C/C++ les.

Research Challenges: The aim of Prober-Static is to design a ro-
bust compile-time analysis, which further includes two challenges.
First, how to identify memory allocations, given that memory al-
locations have various forms, e.g., wrapper functions, or function
pointers? Second, how to identify array-related memory alloca-
tions? Basically, Prober designs a hybrid mechanism to ensure
correctness and completeness. If an allocation site can be identied
statically, as described in Section 3.1, then it will be labeled explic-
itly. Otherwise, Prober-Static labels the size of its basic unit, and
then relies on its dynamic component to determine array-related
allocations.

2.2.2 Prober-Dynamic. Prober-Dynamic is a dynamic library that
applications should be linked with. It intercepts all heap allocations
and deallocations via its “Alloc/Free Monitor” module, and handles
the allocation and detection for array-related objects. For objects
allocated from array-related allocation sites, if Prober-static could
identify them statically, Prober-Dynamic allocates these objects
from a separate heap via its “Protected Heap Management” module.
Basically, these susceptible objects will be separated by protected
pages. In particular, they will be placed to the end of correspond-
ing pages, with the next page as protected pages. Therefore, any
overow will be forced to land on protected pages, triggering the
protection violation consequently. Prober-Dynamic has another
component—“Exception Handler”–to deal with protection viola-
tions. Inside the exception handler, Prober precisely pinpoints the

faulty instruction that causes the overow by simply analyzing
its calling context of exception. Then Prober stops the execution
immediately, preventing any further exploits of overows. Prober
can be congured to detect out-of-one-page overows easily. Note
that Prober cannot detect overows that do not access protected
pages. This indicates that Prober cannot detect less-than-one-word
overows. However, this is not a real issue, since most heap alloca-
tors will return a word-aligned address. Less-than-one-word heap
overows practically will not cause any issue. Prober cannot detect
underows landing on the same page as the starting address of
special objects, but will tolerate them instead.

Another task of Prober-Dynamic is to identify array-related
objects, when they cannot be identied statically. It utilizes a simple
mechanism to determine this dynamically: whether the requested
allocation is multiple times of its basic structure. If that is the
case, Prober-Dynamic will treat the allocation site as array-related
objects, and follows the above description.

Research Challenges: Page-based protection guarantees that it
generates no false positives, since memory references on the pro-
tected pages are guaranteed to be real overows. However, the
challenge is to design a system that could manage protected ob-
jects eciently, since a naive method as Electric Fence imposes
too much overhead to be employed in the deployment environ-
ment. Section 3.2.2 presents multiple mechanisms to reduce the
contention and possible cache misses.

2.3 Attack Model
Prober targets to detect both read-based andwrite-based heap buer
overows, and then stop any possible exploits immediately, based
on explicit instrumentation. It utilizes the page-based protection
to detect invalid accesses, which is available on any hardware that
supports the virtual memory mechanism. Prober does not rely
on a specic Operating System, which will be a general solution,
although the current prototype is only implemented on top of
Linux. Prober does not rely on any randomization mechanism in
user space or kernel space. Prober could still work eectively, even
if the hacker knows the source code of the application and Prober.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the detailed design and implementation of
Prober that consists of two components, static instrumentation
(Section 3.1) and runtime system (Section 3.2).

3.1 Compiler Analysis and Instrumentation
Prober-Static performs its static analysis and instrumentation on
LLVM IR to identify all susceptible allocations, and relies on dy-
namic conrmation to conrm those ones that cannot be deter-
mined statically. Overall, our hybrid approach guarantees a 100%
coverage for array-related allocations, which is over-estimated in
reality. Prober-Static is implemented as one Link Time Optimization
(LTO) pass because of two major considerations. First, the alloca-
tion function may be located inside a wrapper function, but this
wrapper function is invoked in another C le, so an inter-module
analysis (provided by LTO) is required. Second, placing instrumen-
tation at link-time can eectively avoid complicating or interfering
performance-critical compile-time analysis and optimizations (e.g.,
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varied loop optimizations). Prober-Static determines array-related
allocations in three steps, as further described in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1 Identify Susceptible Allocations. Prober-Static analyzes sus-
ceptible (or array-related) allocations in the following steps.
Step-I: Identify memory allocation functions: Based on our
knowledge, memory allocations are invoked by several APIs and op-
erators in C/C++, such as new ,malloc(), calloc(), realloc(), valloc ,
posix_memaliдn(), and memaliдn(). But there are multiple situa-
tions as described in the following.

Basic Case: Some memory allocation invocations can be directly
recognized according to the name in LLVM IR. For example, the
new[] keyword is translated to _Znam in LLVM IR. Similarly, various
macro denitions can also be recognized directly in IR level, because
they have already been replaced by the preprocessor before being
converted to IR.

Special Cases: Prober-Static also handles two more sophisticated
but common cases. First, memory allocation is invoked inside a
wrapper. For this case, Prober-Static recursively treats all functions
in its calling stack as wrappers of memory allocation functions.
Second, memory allocation is dened as a function pointer. Fortu-
nately, LLVM translates function pointer calls to indirect calls in
its IR, and the function invocation is specied by a load instruction.
Listing 1 shows a simple example. The denition of malloc_ptr re-
quires an additional check to determine whether line 2 is a memory
allocation.

Listing 1: Memory alloc is dened and called as a fun ptr.

1 %4 = load i8∗ (i64)∗, i8∗ (i64)∗∗@malloc_ptr, align 8
2 %5 = tail call i8∗ %4(i64 %0)

Step-II: Identify array-related allocations: Prober-Static fur-
ther identies array-related allocations by the name of functions,
the denition of allocation size, and the operations of the corre-
sponding object. Table 4 lists multiple examples that cover 36 bugs
analyzed in Section 2.1. The details of these examples are discussed
as follows.

Type I can be identied by the name of memory allocation
functions. For example, new[] is known as an operator to allocate
an array, and calloc allocates an array with multiple objects with
the same size. 5 out of 36 cases belong to this simple type.

Type II, III, and IV can be identied by the denition of size
parameter. If its size parameter is dened (or manipulated) by
multiplication, addition, and strlen operations, then the cor-
responding allocation is array-related. We can easily understand
this by checking its contradiction. If an allocation is just for a single
structure, a sizeof operation will be used to compute the size pa-
rameter, without these operations. Prober-Static employs LLVM’s
built-in def-use and use-def chains to assist the analysis on the
denition of size parameter. 24 out of 36 cases can be analyzed
using this method.

Type V can be identied by the operation on corresponding
objects. As we know, some APIs, such as read, fread, pread, readv,
read multiple bytes from the network or a le to the local buer.
Therefore, whenever one object appears as the destination buer of
these system calls, it should be tracked. Based on our analysis, 2 out

Table 4: Examples of susceptible allocations.

Type Example Explanation Count
I ... = (int*) new[5];

... = (int*) calloc(5,sizeof(int));
Memory allocation
calls new[] or calloc.

5

II size = num * sizeof(struct S);
... = (struct S*) malloc(size);

size is dened by a
multiply operation.

13

III size = size1 + size2;
... = (struct S*) malloc(size);

size is dened by a
add operation.

10

IV size = strlen(buer);
... = (int*) malloc(size);

size is a return value
of strlen().

1

V buer = malloc(size);
read(buer, 0, size);

Object is operated by
array-related syscalls.

2

VI ... = (int*) malloc(const_value); size is a constant. 3
VII size = (i > 0 ? sizeof(int) : 10 *

sizeof(int));
... = (int*) malloc(size);

size is from a branch
that is potentially
array-related.

2

SUM 36

of 36 cases belong to this type. Similarly, the analysis also requires
the support of LLVM’s built-in def-use and use-def analysis.

Type VI requires further analysis, when the size parameter of
an allocation is a constant integer. For most cases, if the size pa-
rameter is a constant, the corresponding allocation is an array. But
there are some exceptions when analyzing in IR level. For instance,
if a statement is like this, (structS∗)malloc(sizeo f (structS)), the
size parameter is also interpreted as a constant integer in IR level.
But this is not an array. To avoid the misidentication, Prober-Static
further conrms whether the size is equal to the size of the corre-
sponding data type. Although LLVM has some built-in functions to
get the size of the object type, it requires some additional analysis
to determine the object type. The challenge is to determine this
when an allocation returns a void type pointer. Prober-Static adopts
a def-use or use-def analysis to nd the denition or the usage
of the return value to gure out the object type.

Type VII is more complicated, since the object can be an ar-
ray in some branches. More specically, LLVM-IR represents these
branches with a PHINode instruction. Prober-Static tracks all in-
coming values of this PHINode instruction. If at least one value
belongs to Type II, III, or IV, this allocation is treated as array-
related conservatively.

After the above analysis, Prober-Static will determine most allo-
cations array-related or not and selectively protect the arrays and
ignore the ones that are not array-related.
Step-III: Identify the object type (and unit size) for mem-
ory allocations non-determined: If a statement cannot be de-
termined array-related or not in Step-II, Prober-Static labels the al-
located object type (and thus the unit size) so that this allocation can
be determined dynamically by Prober-Dynamic. Prober-Dynamic
collects the size of an allocation size and divides it by the unit size1.
If this result is greater than one, Prober-Dynamic will protect this
memory allocation.

Prober-Static mainly employs LLVM’s built-in def-use chains to
nd an object’s type in its usage site. Prober-Static also relies on the
metadata in LLVM IR to nd the type information. Listing 2 and 3
show two examples of nding the object type with def-use chains

1A memory allocation might be used in more than one data types
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Figure 2: Identify susceptible allocations.

and metadata, respectively. Listing 2 illustrates that an explicit
casting operation reveals the object type.

Listing 2: Identify the object type with a casting

1 %1 = call noalias i8∗@malloc(i64 70) #4
2 %2 = bitcast i8∗ %1 to %struct.s∗

Sometimes, it is dicult to nd any obvious usage for a memory
allocation, then the metadata information showed in Listing 3 also
helps to nd its object type.

Listing 3: Identify the object type with metadata

1 %21 = tail call i32 @mbuer_create(%struct.mbuer_t∗ nonnull %20,
↪→ i64 %19) #7, !dbg !1409

2 !22 = !DIBasicType(name: "int", size: 32, encoding: DW_ATE_signed)
3 !1393 = !DILocalVariable(name: "r", scope: !1387, le: !137, line: 312,

↪→ type: !22)

It is worth noticing that Prober-Static sets the type size as “1” by
default, so even it cannot determine the object type statically via
the above analysis, the allocation site will be protected eectively
during the runtime. That is, Prober always ensures over-protection.
Put them together: Figure 2 summarizes Prober-Static’s imple-
mentation. In Step-I, it checks each LLVM IR instruction according
to one basic case and two special cases to identify all invocations of
allocation functions, allocation function wrappers, and allocation
function pointers. In Step-II, only these allocation invocations are
further identied based on the following order. First, it checks the
function name and operator. Second, it checks the allocation size
with use-def, data type, and PHINode instruction information. Fi-
nally, it checks whether the operations of the corresponding objects
is related to some special system calls. If an allocation meets any of
these cases, then it is array-related. For them, Prober-Static label it
explicitly as shown in Section 3.1.2. Otherwise, Prober-Static nds
the object type (and type size) with either def-use chains or meta-
data in LLVM IR, and instruments the size of the allocation before
the allocation so that Prober-Dynamic will conrm it dynamically.

In real-world applications, pointers and alias variables may com-
plicate this analysis in two aspects. First, an alias pointer points
to the protected allocation. However, this will not cause any is-
sue, since Prober detects any access on the protected pages, no
matter whether they are accessed via an alias or not. Second, an
allocation function contains pointers or alias variables as its size
parameter. Prober-Static relies on LLVM’s pointer and alias analysis
functions to associate these pointers or alias variables to the actual
size variable and then performs further analysis. The evaluation in
Section 4 demonstrates that Prober-Static can successfully identify
and instrument array-related allocations for 46 bugs.

Listing 4: A LLVM-IR instrumentation example with new .

1 @specialMalloc = external thread_local global i8, align 1
2 dene dso_local i32 @main() #0 {
3 store volatile i8 −1, i8∗@specialMalloc, align 1
4 %6 = call i8∗ @_Znam(i64 20) #2
5 ret i32 0
6 }

Listing 5: Equivalent C instrumentation of the new example.

1 extern __thread volatile bool specialMalloc;
2 int main(){
3 specialMalloc = −1;
4 int∗ b = new int[5];
5 return 0;
6 }

3.1.2 LLVM-IR Instrumentation. After a susceptible allocation site
has been identied, a thread-local variable, e.g., specialMalloc, will
be inserted to mark this site as a susceptible allocation. Here, the
specialMalloc variable is an integer variable, with the value of “0”
by default. This variable is set to “-1” before the allocation site if the
allocation is array-related allocation. For instance, the new example
of Type I in Table 4 is instrumented as Listing 4, where Listing 5
shows its equivalent C code for clarication. If a memory allocation
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is non-determinable statically, specialMalloc will be set as the size
of the object type. Prober’s runtime will determine if it should be
protected.

3.2 Runtime System
As described in Section 2, the runtime system intercepts all memory
allocations and deallocations so that all susceptible objects can be
protected correspondingly. Therefore, the runtime system includes
multiple components, such as malloc/free monitor (Section 3.2.1),
protected heap management (Section 3.2.2), and exception handler
(Section 3.2.3), as further shown in Figure 1.

3.2.1 Malloc/Free Monitor. Prober intercepts all memory alloca-
tions and deallocations with the preloading mechanism. Prober
determines whether an object should be allocated from the pro-
tected heap upon memory allocations, and whether to return an
object to the protected heap upon deallocations.

Prober relies on the static instrumentation to determine an array-
related object. As described in Section 3.1.1, a thread-local variable
(specialMalloc) will be labeled by the Prober-Static: If an object
is identied as not-array related statically, with the value 0, the
object will be allocated from the default allocator; If the value
is −1, indicating an array-related object, then the object will be
allocated from the protected heap; Otherwise, this variable is the
basic unit size of an object. Prober further collects the actual size
for the allocation. When the allocation size is multiple times of
the basic structure, then Prober decided that the current allocation
is an array-related object. After that, the object will be allocated
from the protected heap. Note that when there is an extensive
number of array-related allocations, Prober allows users to disable
the protection on some allocation sites explicitly via a blacklist le.
In particular, Prober-Static generates a unique ID for each allocation
site, then users can specify the IDs of allocation sites that should
be excluded for the protection.

For each deallocation, Prober should determine whether this
object is coming from the protected heap. Prober utilizes the address
of the deallocation to determine it, where the address must be
located in a special range. For such objects, Prober returns them to
the protected heap as described in Section 3.2.2. Otherwise, objects
will be passed to the default allocator.

3.2.2 Management of Protected Heap. Prober designs its own heap
to manage array-related objects in order to reduce the performance
overhead. Similar to existing allocators [3, 16, 31], Prober manages
small and large objects separately. The idea behind this is that
large objects are typically much less, and then they do not have a
big chance of being re-utilized. Objects larger than 31 pages are
treated as large objects, which are allocated from or returned to
the OS directly by invoking mmap and munmp system calls. In order
to determine whether an object is a protected big object, Prober
maintains a hash table to track addresses of susceptible large objects,
and conrms it by checking the hash table. The protected big object
will be returned to the OS with the munmap system call.

Objects less than 31 pages will be treated as small objects, which
are managed dierently from big objects. Prober overcomes multi-
ple design issues of Electric Fence. First, Electric Fence introduces
high contention for multi-threaded applications with one global ar-
ray to hold all freed objects. For instance, every freed object can be

stored into a global array only after holding the global lock, prevent-
ing concurrent allocations and deallocations from multiple threads.
Second, it uses the best-t allocation policy. For each allocation, it
searches the whole array to nd the best-matched buer, which is
unnecessarily slow. If it fails to nd one, it either divides a bigger
object into two parts, or maps a new one from the OS directly. Third,
it supports the coalescence and splitting of objects, which invokes
unnecessary mprotect system calls to change the attributes of pro-
tection. Instead, Prober takes the opposite approaches of Electric
Fence to improve the performance.

Fixed Size Class: The size of each object is kept the same dur-
ing the whole execution. Therefore, there is no need to invoke
mprotect to change the protection attribute. It is intuitive to main-
tain 31 classes, starting from 1-page to 31-page, but this method
does not encourage memory utilization. Instead, Prober maintains
only ve size classes, including 1-page, 3-pages, 7-pages, 15-pages,
and 31-pages. All of these size classes are one page less than power-
of-two pages, since one page is reserved for the protected page.
Given this design, Prober could quickly compute the bag index
using simple bit-shifts operations, which is integrated with its next
information-computable design.

Information-Computable Design: Upon every deallocation, Prober
checks the size of each object in order to return it to the freelist be-
longing to the corresponding size class. One naive design is to main-
tain the size of each object into a hash table, which may invoke ex-
tensive searching and comparing operations. Instead, Prober adopts
the “information-computable design” of existing work [41, 42], as
shown in Figure 3. It takes advantage of the vast virtual address
space of 64-bits machines. Prober maps a large chunk of virtual
memory from the underlying operating systems at rst, and then
divides it into multiple regions (called as “bags”) with the same size.
Each bag only holds objects with the same size class. This design
enables the quick computation of the bag index (thus the size of a
given object) by the address, which can be computed by dividing
the oset with the size of each bag.

Per-Thread Heap: In order to reduce lock contention of multi-
threaded applications, Prober adopts the per-thread heap idea of
Hoard [3]: allocations and deallocations of dierent threads will
occur only in their own per-thread heaps, without the acquisition
of a global lock. Only when freed objects of a per-thread heap are
larger than a predened threshold, then these freed objects will
be returned to the global buer and then be shared by all other
threads. In order to quickly locate the index of a thread, Prober
intercepts the creation of threads in order to assign a thread index
for every thread, which will be stored in its Thread Local Storage
(TLS). Therefore, upon each allocation and deallocation, Prober
could quickly locate its per-thread heap using its thread index, and
then direct it to its per-thread heap.

Pre-allocated FreeArray: Prober utilizes a pre-allocated circular
array to track available/freed objects. Two continuous deallocations
will be stored next to each other (except the last one in the array). For
allocations from the FreeArray, Prober utilizes the Last-In-First-Out
(LIFO) algorithm, since the most-recently-freed object have a larger
chance of being in the cache, which improves the cache eciency.
Comparing to the normal freelist that each entry will be getting
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from a new allocation, the array-based design improves the cache
eciency, since multiple continuous allocations and deallocations
can be satised from objects stored in the same cache line. Its pre-
allocated array further avoids the overhead of allocations of free
lists.

Overall, Prober manages memory as follows. Upon each mem-
ory allocation, Prober determines the size class by rounding the
allocation size up to its next size class. After that, the FreeArray
of its specic size class will be checked rst. If a freed object is
available, the request will be satised with the FreeArray. When
there is no freed objects, Prober fetches multiple objects together
from the never-allocated ones to the FreeArray, and then allocates
one from it. During each deallocation, Prober rst checks whether
the deallocation is allocated from the protected heap or not. If an
object is not from the protected heap, Prober invokes the default
allocator to deal with that. Otherwise, the current freed object will
be added into the per-thread FreeArray with the corresponding size
class. Note that the allocator only saves the starting address of the
freed block to the FreeArray. If the FreeArray is full, half of the
freed objects will be donated to the global buer. That is, Prober
only involves with lock operations when there are no freed objects
in the per-thread FreeArray, or when the per-thread FreeArray is
full. Therefore, Prober’s design minimizes the lock contention.

1-page Class
……4GB 4GB 4GB

31-pages Class
Protected Heap (Small Objects) 

……

T1: 1-page 
FreeArray

Tx: 1-page 
FreeArray

…
…

Tx: 31-pages 
FreeArray

…
…

……

Figure 3: Basic idea of heap design.

3.2.3 Exception Handler. Since both overows and program fail-
ures could trigger segmentation faults, Prober should determine
whether a fault is caused by an overow or not, and only report the
faulty instruction to users for heap overows. To achieve this target,
Prober registers its segmentation fault handler in order to capture
every SIGSEGV signal. Inside the signal handler, Prober rst checks
whether the current object is one of the protected objects, either
the small or the big one. If the access does not belong to the pro-
tected object, the exception will be passed to the default handler
of applications. Otherwise, the current fault is an overow. Prober
reports the faulty instruction dierently, depending on whether the
binary includes the symbol information. If the symbol information
is included, Prober reports the detailed line number information
with the addr2line command. Otherwise, Prober only reports bi-
nary addresses of the corresponding call stacks. For each overow,
Prober also reports the callstack of its corresponding memory al-
location site, where the information will be stored in the shadow
memory for small objects and in the hash table for big objects.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We performed the experiments on a two-socket quiescent machine,
where each socket is an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138 processor with
20 cores. It has 200GB main memory, and 32KB L1, 1024 KB L2 and
28160 KB L3 cache. The experiments were performed on Ubuntu
18.04, installed with Linux-4.15.0 kernel. All applications were com-
piled with LLVM-8.0, by adding an analysis/instrumentation pass
of Prober-Static.

4.1 Eectiveness
The eectiveness evaluation includes two parts, 38 bugs included
in the existing study [47] and other overow bugs included in other
existing work, such as Bugbench [28], CVE database, or HeapTher-
apy [49].

4.1.1 38 Bugs from the Existing Study. For 38 bugs listed in the
existing study, we conrm that Prober correctly instrumented 36
bugs out of them. The remaining two bugs cannot be instrumented
due to the invocation of external standard library calls (e.g., lib-
stdc++), which are not analyzed (shared by instrumentation-based
approaches). Therefore, Prober’s evaluation presents high con-
dence on the actual overhead, since it could instrument all bugs
correctly.

Note that we did not run these buggy applications directly, due to
the following reasons. First, these bugs may not include erroneous
inputs that are required to exercise them. Second, many of them are
not compatible with modern libraries, which requires a signicant
amount of manual eorts for the compilation. Therefore, we only
verify whether the corresponding bugs have been instrumented
correctly.

4.1.2 Other Real-world Bugs. We performed the eectiveness eval-
uation on the other real-world 10 bugs that are not listed in the
existing study [47]. These applications and their specic bug trig-
ger inputs are obtained from Bugbench [28] , CVE database, or
HeapTherapy [49]. Among these 10 vulnerable applications, the
heartbleed and libti-4.0.7 vulnerabilities are caused by buer over-
reads, while others are caused by buer over-writes. The details
of these applications are shown in Table 5, where all of these bugs
can be detected by AddressSanitizer. Table 5 also listed the number
of allocation sites that can be identied statically (“Static” column)
and dynamically (“Dynamic”). Overall, Prober detects all known
overows without false positives. Upon detection, Prober stops the
execution immediately (before the crashes), and reports the type of
an overow (over-read or over-write), the call path of triggering the
overow, and the allocation site of the corresponding buer. The
evaluation conrms that Prober is able to detect real heap overows
with its proposed instrumentation and runtime system.

4.1.3 Case Study. Figure 4 shows the bug report for the heartbleed
vulnerability. Prober identies that this bug is a buer over-read
problem. The bug report also includes the call stack of the faulty
instruction (where the overow occurs), and the call stack of this
object’s allocation site.

According to the bug report, the overow occurs in thememcpy()
function, which is invoked by the tls1_process_heartbeat function
at line 2586 of ./ssl/t1_lib.c le. By checking the source code,
the corresponding statement ismemcpy(bp,pl ,payload). According
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Table 5: Statically and dynamically identied callsites in
buggy applications

Application Reference Static
(#)

Dynamic
(#)

bc-1.06 BugBench [28] 43 5
gzip-1.2.4 BugBench [28] 3 1
Heartbleed CVE-2014-0160 [13] 9314 3941
LibHX-3.4 CVE-2010-2947 [6] 23 15
Libti-4.0.1 CVE-2013-4243 [7] 406 75
Libti-4.0.7 CVE-2016-10269 [9] 421 104
Memcached-1.4.25 CVE-2016-8706 [45] 80 19
openjpeg-1.3 CVE-2012-3535 [39] 756 201
polymorph-0.4.0 BugBench [28] 1 0
squid-2.3 BugBench [28] 83 175

A buer over−read problem is detected at:
../glibc/../multiarch/memcpy−avx−unaligned.S:237
../x86_64−linux−gnu/bits/string3.h:53
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/t1_lib.c:2586
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/s3_pkt.c:1092
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/s3_both.c:457
...
../nginx−1.3.9/src/event/ngx_event.c:247
../nginx−1.3.9/src/os/unix/ngx_process_cycle.c:807
...
This object is allocated at:
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/s3_both.c:770
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/s3_pkt.c:949
../openssl−OpenSSL_1_0_1f/ssl/s3_both.c:457

Figure 4: Bug report for the Heartbleed Problem.

to the attribute of this problem–a buer over-read problem, it is easy
to know that the over-read issue is related to the source of memcpy,
that is, either pl or payload. Since pl is the starting address of a
normal heap object that is allocated at line 770 of ./ssl/s3_both.c
le, then the failure must be caused by payload. By examining the
source code, we could easily nd out that payload is computed from
the length of the data that the server receives from the network.
Therefore, via the bug report, programmers can easily reason the
root cause of overow, and x the problem correspondingly.

4.2 Performance Overhead
To evaluate the performance overhead, Prober is evaluated on a
popular benchmark suite–PARSEC [4], and multiple widely-utilized
real applications, such as sqlite, memcached, aget, pbzip2, and pfs-
can, with 18 multithreaded applications in total. For PARSEC bench-
marks, we used the native inputs and 40 threads. For applications
that can only use power-of-2 threads, e.g., facesim, then they will
use 32 threads [4].

We compare Prober with Prober-All, Electric Fence [37] ,and
AddressSanitizer [40]. Prober-All protects all heap objects through
the page protection despite they are array-related or not. Electric
Fence also utilizes the page protection to protect all heap objects,
which is very similar to Prober-All, but with dierent implementa-
tion. AddressSanitizer is an instrumentation-based approach that

checks every memory access, representing one important tech-
nique that is widely employed in development phases. For both
AddressSanitizer and Prober, we did not instrument any external
and standard libraries that are required by these applications, which
could impose more overhead if they are included. For the fair com-
parison, we disable the checks of global and stack overows for
AddressSanitizer.

Figure 5 shows the normalized runtime of these four systems,
which are normalized to the runtime of the default Linux libraries.
Overall, the average overhead of Prober, Prober-All, Electric Fence,
and AddressSanitizer are 1.5%, 2.4×, > 7×, 42.9%, respectively. The
largest overhead of Prober is only 9.3% for ferret.

For bothAddressSanitizer and Electric Fence, freqmine is crashed
due to an unknown problem in our evaluation environment. aget
is crashedwith Electric Fence as well. For Electric fence, ve applica-
tions, including canneal, dedup, facesim, raytrace and swaptions,
cannot nish the execution within 1 hour (marked as “T”). For
Prober, dedup runs over 2× slower initially, if all identied call-
sites are protected. Based on our analysis, one callsite has over
50% of allocations, which is excluded manually (as described in
Section 3.2.1).

Multiple reasons contribute to the big performance dierence
of these systems. AddressSanitizer’s performance overhead mainly
comes from its checking overhead for every memory access, which
also explains its little overhead for IO-bound applications, such as
aget or pfscan. Comparing to AddressSanitizer, Prober does not
check on accesses, with its page protection mechanism. Compar-
ing to Prober-All and Electric Fence, Prober only protects array-
related objects, instead of all heap objects. Therefore, the overhead
of Prober-All and Electric Fence is much higher than that of Prober.
Electric Fence imposes the highest overhead due to its implementa-
tion issues as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Comparing to Electric Fence, Prober-All (and Prober) is more
ecient due to multiple reasons. First, Electric Fence utilizes the
global lock to protect all allocations and deallocations, which unfor-
tunately serializes all allocations and deallocations. Second, Elec-
tric Fence may coalesce continuous objects upon deallocations,
and split a larger object to smaller ones upon allocations. Third,
Electric Fence cannot quickly locate the metadata information. In-
stead, Prober and Prober-All designs per-thread heap, pre-allocated
freeArray, and information-computable design as further discussed
in Section 3.2.2.

We further collected the characteristics of these applications
dynamically, as shown in Table 6. In this table, the “Total Objects”
column shows the total number of allocations for each application,
including allocations from the application and all libraries. The
“Protected Objects” column shows the number of allocations
that are protected in total. Here, “Static” and “Dynamic” represent
whether such objects can be identied statically or dynamically
(requiring the determination of its runtime). Among these protected
objects, “Live” column shows the maximum number of objects
that are protected at the same time. The “Unprotected Objects”
column indicates the number of heap objects that are not protected
by Prober. We have the following observations.

First, most applications have a larger portion of objects that
are not array-related, such as canneal, raytrace, and vips. This
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Figure 5: Performance overhead of Prober, Prober-All, Electric Fence and AddressSanitizer, where they are all normalized to
the runtime of the default Linux libraries. Applications with the bar marked as “T” (indicating the timeout) cannot nish the
execution in one hour.

Table 6: Characteristics of applications.

Application Total Objects Protected Objects Unprotected
ObjectsStatic Dynamic Live

blackscholes 208 5 0 5 203
bodytrack 452,084 2,349 0 70 449,735
canneal 21,141,661 0 0 0 21,141,661
dedup 1,887,373 734 336,747 140,630 1,549,892
facesim 4,908,999 2,302,579 432 440,944 2,605,988
ferret 549,109 380,546 3,496 81,736 165,067
uidanimate 230,105 24 0 24 230,081
freqmine 8,699 7,555 0 944 1,144
raytrace 20,000,619 12 1 12 20,000,606
streamcluster 9,241 8,854 6 15 381
swaptions 48,001,995 48,001,796 0 1,826 199
vips 1,430,261 0 1,312 1,312 1,428,949
x264 37,332 46 37,121 2,355 165
aget 319 38 0 29 281
memcached 848 276 33 309 539
pbzip2 23,851 0 0 0 23,851
pfscan 238 3 1 3 234
sqlite 2,889,043 2,888,868 0 5,826 175

indicates that our key insight is eective in reducing the scope of
protection.

Second, in Prober, the number of objects that are protected at the
same time (in “Live” column) will aect the performance overhead,
but not the number of protected objects, since freed objects are
re-used in Prober. The overhead of each protected object comes
from two aspects. First, it comes from the mprotect system call
to insert the protected page. After that, page protection imposes
no additional overhead for checking the overow. Second, a large
number of protected objects (in dierent pages) may increase page
faults. This explains why dedup, ferret, and sqlite impose higher
performance overhead than others. However, facesim imposes a
low overhead, although with the largest number of live objects.
This is due to the fact that facesim runs much longer than other
applications, where the averaged number of protection is still small.
In addition to that, facesim has found to have serious memory
leaks [20], indicating that the number of live objects is smaller than
that in Table 6. This indicates that facesim may not increase the
number of page faults.

Third, Table 6 explains that some applications require a long exe-
cution with Prober-All, Electric Fence, such as canneal, raytrace,
and swaptions, since there are a large number of objects inside.
Prober avoids this issue by protecting only array-related objects,
instead of all objects. Table 6 also explains why Prober-All and
Electric Fence performs well in blackscholes, streamcluster,
memcached, pbzip2, and pfscan, since only a few allocations exist
in these applications. Prober’s unique observation and its ecient
heap design (as discussed in Section 3.2.2) make it ecient enough
for the deployment environment, but without compromising its
eectiveness.

4.3 Memory Overhead
We also evaluated the memory overhead of Prober using the same
applications that are used in the performance evaluation. To collect
memory consumption of server applications, such as memcached,
a script is designed to periodically collect the /proc/PID/status
le. Then the maximum value of the VmHWM eld is utilized as the
maximum memory consumption. For other applications, memory
consumption is collected from the output of the time utility, where
the maxresident eld reports the maximum memory consumption
of an application [2].

The real memory data is omitted due to space limitations. In total,
Prober utilizes 25.9% more memory when compared to the default
library. In contrast, Electric Fence utilizes around 3.9× memory,
and AddressSanitizer’s memory overhead is around 69.7%. That is,
Prober utilizes signicantly less memory than Electric Fence and
AddressSanitizer. We also observed that applications with a small
footprint have a higher memory overhead, coming from the storing
of thread information, heap information, and other metadata that
are not proportional to their memory usage.

5 LIMITATIONS
Prober focuses on array-related heap overows, representing over
86% of heap overows based on our observations (Section 2). It
cannot detect array-related internal-structure overows, which is
its biggest limitation. However, there is no fundamental reason why
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this cannot be done. It is possible to arrange the elds of the struc-
ture so that array(s) can be placed at the end of the corresponding
structure. Adding the support for internal-structure overows will
be our future work.

Prober can only detect overows landing on the protection
page(s). Prober can be congured to change the pages for the pro-
tection if necessary. In theory, it is able to detect more errors than
existing approaches with redzones, such as AddressSanitizer [40].
It currently cannot detect heap underows. However, heap under-
ows cannot do any harm, since they can only land on the non-used
area.

Prober only detects overows when the source code is analyzed
and instrumented by Prober-Static. This limitation is also shared
by all instrumentation-based tools, e.g., EectiveSan [11] or Ad-
dressSanitizer [40]. When an overowing object is allocated in a
library that is not instrumented, Prober cannot detect it. However,
dierent from existing work that detects overows by checking
memory accesses, Prober can detect overows caused by APIs of a
non-instrumented library. This is a signicant dierence.

6 RELATEDWORK
We classify existing tools of detecting heap buer overow based
on the type of approaches.

Static Detection: Many tools utilize static analysis to detect
buer overow bugs [14, 22, 23, 27]. They only analyze software
source code in order to reason which statements could potentially
cause buer overows. However, some variables (e.g., indirect
branches) could not be determined without the execution. Thus,
they may generate many false positives or false negatives, which
requires further manual eorts to conrm the reported bugs. In
contrast, Prober never generates any false positives.

Dynamic detection: Several tools place an inaccessible mem-
ory page around every heap object [32, 33, 37, 49], which is similar
to Prober. Memory accesses to the protected pages will generate a
SIGSEGV signal. However, these existing work suer from a prohib-
itively high performance overhead by protecting all pages or even
probabilistically. Although Prober employs the same mechanism
to detect heap buer overow, it narrows down heap objects that
can potentially result in buer overows, which drastically reduces
its performance overhead. Also, Prober designs its runtime system
carefully to reduce its overhead.

Static instrumentation-assisted detection: Numerous tools
analyze source code to identify necessary instrumentation, which
favors sanity checks at runtime [1, 8, 12, 15, 17, 21, 29, 36, 38, 40].
They instrument all memory accesses at compilation phases, and
check the validity of accesses at runtime. AddressSantizer [40] is
the state-of-art of this type of approaches, which further employs
the static analysis to prune out certain unnecessary checks. How-
ever, AddressSanitizer still imposes non-negligible performance
overhead, as further evaluated in Section 4.2. Dierent from these
tools, Prober does not check every memory access, but relying on
the page protection to detect overows without checking overhead,
if there is no overow.

Dynamic instrumentation-assisted detection: A lot of dy-
namic analysis tools detect memory errors based on the checking

of memory accesses during runtime, such as Valgrind’s Memcheck
tool [30], Dr. Memory [5], Purify [18], Intel Inspector [19], and Sun
Discover [35]. Due to the expensive instrumentation and inspec-
tion, they typically impose too high-performance overhead to be
employed in the production environment.

Hardware-assisted detection: A few tools rely on new hard-
ware to detect buer overows. Intel MPX tries to reduce the over-
head of pointer checks by embedding checks into a new hard-
ware [34]. BOGO relies on Intel MPX to provide both spatial and
temporal safety [50]. However, the overhead of validating every
memory access is too high to be adopted in practice. Sampling-based
techniques, such as CSOD [25] and Sampler [43], utilize hardware
watchpoints or Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) hardware to mon-
itor a few heap objects at one time or validate a subset of memory
accesses. Although they impose low runtime overhead similarly
as Prober, they cannot guarantee the same eectiveness as Prober,
especially when there are a lot of heap objects. CHERI requires
the cooperation of architecture, compiler, and operating system
together to enforce memory safety [46], which inevitably increases
developers’ eort. Prober, which is a dynamically linked library,
imposes little manual eort, without changing the underlying OS
and requiring new hardware.

Postmortemdetection: Some evidence-based tools detect buer
over-writes by appending canaries after each heap object and
checks if canaries are corrupted at memory deallocations or epoch
ends [24, 26, 48, 49]. Since read operations do not leave evidence,
they cannot detect read-based buer overow, while Prober can
detect both buer over-reads and buer over-writes. Also, evidence-
based approaches cannot be applied in the security environment,
since the attacks may already be issued successfully before per-
forming the detection.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel system to defend heap overows. It is
based on a key observation that is obtained from the analysis of
48 real overow bugs: overowing objects are typically involved
with arrays. Based on this observation, Prober takes a two-phase
approach to detect heap overows: its static component identies
all possible array-related allocations before the compilation, and
then instruments the code correspondingly; Its dynamic component
further intercepts the allocations, and redirects the allocations from
susceptible allocation sites to the protected heap in order to detect
the overows with the page protection mechanism. Overall, Prober
only imposes around 1.5% performance overhead on average, but
without compromising its eectiveness. The low overhead and the
high eectiveness makes Prober an always-on approach for the
production environment.
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